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bstract

The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) is providing critical new information on biomarkers in cognitively normal
lderly, persons with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and patients with mild Alzheimer’s disease (AD). The data provide insights into
he progression of the pathology of AD over time, assist in understanding which biomarkers might be most useful in clinical trials, and
acilitate development of disease-modifying treatments. ADNI results are intended to support new AD treatment development; this report
onsiders how ADNI information can be integrated in AD drug development programs. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) amyloid beta protein (A�)
easures can be used in Phase I studies to detect any short term effects on A� levels in the CSF. Phase II studies may benefit most from

iomarker measures that can inform decisions about Phase III. CSF A� levels, CSF total tau and phospo-tau measures, fluorodexoyglucose
ositron emission tomography (FDG PET), Pittsburgh Compound B (PIB) amyloid imaging, or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may be
mployed to select patients in enriched trials or as outcomes for specific disease-modifying interventions. Use of biomarkers may allow
hase II trials to be conducted more efficiently with smaller populations of patients or shorted treatment times. New drug applications
NDAs) may include biomarker outcomes of phase III trials. ADNI patients are highly educated and are nearly all of Caucasian ethnicity
imiting the generalizability of the results to other populations commonly included in global clinical trials. ADNI has inspired or collaborates
ith biomarker investigations worldwide and together these studies will provide biomarker information that can reduce development times

nd costs, improve drug safety, optimize drug efficacy, and bring new treatments to patients with or at risk for AD.
2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

www.elsevier.com/locate/neuaging
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. Introduction

The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)
egan in 2004 as a 5-year research project to study the
ate of change of cognition, function, brain structure and
unction, and biomarkers in 200 elderly control subjects,
00 subjects with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and
00 with Alzheimer’s disease (AD). The success of the
rogram has led to its renewal and extension. ADNI is a
nique public-private partnership involving the National
nstitute on Aging (NIA), academic medical centers and

Corresponding author at: Mary S. Easton Center for Alzheimer’s Dis-
ase Research, Suite 200, 10911 Weyburn Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90095-
226, United States. Tel.: �1 310 794 3665.

E-mail address: jcummings@mednet.ucla.edu (J. Cummings).
1 Prepared for a special issue of Neurobiology of Aging on the Alzhei-
Per’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI).

197-4580/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.neurobiolaging.2010.03.016
rial sites, and pharmaceutical companies. The overarching
oal of ADNI is to provide information and methods which
ill help lead to effective treatments and preventive inter-
entions for AD (from the ADNI web site www.adni-
nfo.org). The specific aims of ADNI are: (1) develop im-
roved methods, which will lead to uniform standards for
cquiring longitudinal, multisite magnetic resonance imag-
ng (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) data on
atients with AD, MCI, and elderly controls; (2) acquire a
enerally accessible data repository, which describes longi-
udinal changes in brain structure and metabolism and in
arallel, acquire clinical, cognitive and biomarker data for
alidation of imaging surrogates; and (3) determine those
ethods, which provide maximum power to determine

reatment effects in trials involving these patient groups
from the ADNI grant proposal application; M Weiner,

rincipal Investigator).

http://www.adni-info.org
http://www.adni-info.org
mailto:jcummings@mednet.ucla.edu
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To be made widely available to the world’s population of
D patients, new treatments must meet efficacy, safety, and
anufacturing standards specified by regulatory agencies

uch as the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) or the
uropean Medicines Agency (EMEA). Pharmaceutical
ompanies are the enterprises with sufficient resources to
iscover, develop, and market agents that can address the
orld’s unmet health needs. Biomarker development such

s that undertaken by ADNI must be integrated into drug
evelopment plans of pharmaceutical companies if they are
o serve the stated purpose of facilitating the development of
ew treatments for AD. In addition, biomarkers are them-
elves subject to regulatory standards if they are to be part
f a new drug application (NDA) as supporting data for the
iological effect of the agent or, eventually, as surrogate
arkers in place of clinical outcomes in prevention trials.
his report addresses the role that ADNI data can play in a
omprehensive drug development program. Issues hinder-
ng AD drug development that might be addressed within an
DNI-like framework also are described. Biomarker issues

mportant in drug development and not addressed by ADNI
re noted.

. Roles of biomarkers in drug development

Biomarkers can play comprehensive roles in drug devel-
pment including characterizing the disease state and its
rogression, demonstrating the pharmacokinetic effects of
he body on the drug (absorption, distribution, metabolism,
xcretion, toxicity, and blood-brain barrier penetration),
roof of principle (POP) (for example, inhibition of cere-
rospinal fluid [CSF] beta-site amyloid precursor protein
leavage enzyme [BACE]), dose selection, and efficacy
Fig. 1). These data then facilitate corporate decision-mak-
ng such as prioritizing compounds, optimizing agents with
romising but insufficient effects or untoward off-target
ffects, or terminating a development program (Day et al.,
009). The purpose of biomarkers is to improve drug safety,

ig. 1. Roles of biomarkers in AD drug development. ADMET � absorp-
ion, distribution, metabolism, excretion, toxicity; BBB � blood-brain
aarrier; POP � proof of principle.
ssist in drug candidate and dose choice, reduce develop-
ent cycle times and costs, support the NDA, and improve

he success rate of bringing compounds to market (Good-
aid et al., 2008). Biomarkers will become more useful as
he relationships between treatment and biomarkers outcomes
re understood; this information will assist in optimizing com-
ounds, choosing among compounds, and developing agents
ith different mechanisms of action but affecting overlapping
isease pathways (Cummings, 2009a).

Biomarker development begins in the preclinical studies
here the response of the marker to intervention can be

ssessed in animal models and methods and standards can
e advanced for use in human studies (Kawarabayashi et al.,
001; Lau et al., 2008; Maeda et al., 2007).

Biomarkers can assist in the development of both symp-
omatic agents and disease-modifying treatments for AD.
eceptor occupancy studies, for example, can facilitate dose

election in the development of symptomatic agents. N-[C]
ethylpiperidin-4-yl acetate ([C]MP4A) PET demonstrates

he inhibition of brain acetylcholinesterase (AChE) and in-
orms the relationship between serum and brain AChE in-
ibition (Ota et al., 2009). This information is useful in
onsidering how best to optimize the efficacy of AChE-
nhibitors. The greatest promise of biomarkers involves
heir application in the development of disease-modifying
rugs. ADNI biomarkers are specifically aimed at this as-
ect of AD drug development. The biomarkers chosen re-
ect measurable aspects of the AD disease process includ-

ng amyloid beta protein (A�) metabolism (A� in the CSF),
au protein metabolism (total tau and hyperphosphorylated
au [p-tau] in the CSF), A� deposition (Pittsburgh Com-
ound B [PIB] PET), synaptic function (fluorodeoxyglucose
FDG] PET), and neurodegeneration (MRI atrophy). They
re designed to show the temporal course of these changes
n patients with no disease, in patients with MCI (some of
hom have early AD), an in subjects with mild AD demen-

ia.
The predictive relationship between biomarker changes

nd clinical outcomes is critical to their successful utiliza-
ion in AD drug development programs. This is not known
or any AD-related biomarker. Preliminary correlations
ave been established (discussed below) for some clinical
utcomes and some biomarkers; it is unknown if changes in
biomarker (such as reduced MRI ventricular enlargement
ith treatment) will correlate with reduced decline in cog-
ition or function following treatment. There is no interven-
ion in ADNI and the results of ADNI do not reveal rela-
ionships between treatment and biomarker changes. The
DNI dataset provides an important framework for select-

ng fit-for-purpose biomarkers most likely to predict clinical
enefit.

Biomarkers will be incorporated into an NDA to support
he candidate drug’s mechanism of action, provide the basis
or a claim for disease-modification, and differentiate the

gent from symptomatic treatments or drugs with other
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echanisms. The terminology that will be allowed by the
DA for these findings is unknown. Biomarker findings

ncluded in the labeling of the product inform prescribers,
atients, caregivers, and pharmaceutical purchasing organi-
ations of the effects of the drug. In the product label for
latiramer actetate (Copaxone™), a treatment for multiple
clerosis, for example, differing MRI rate in drug and pla-
ebo arm for the number of enhancing white matter lesions
re shown (Cummings, 2009b). Similarly, ADNI-type bi-
markers could be included in product labeling to provide
nformation on rate of MRI atrophy, A� accumulation with
IB imaging, or changes in CSF A� or tau measures.

To support a claim that biomarker effects and clinical
ffects are mediated by similar underlying pathways the 2
ust be correlated (Fig. 2). Such a correlation does not

rove a mechanistic relationship, but is necessary (although
ot sufficient) for the concept (Katz, 2004). Studying the
elationships between biomarkers and clinical measures in

ig. 2. Relationship of clinical outcomes and biomarkers in a clinical trial
f an AD-modifying agent.

ig. 3. AD drug development. Black arrows show the phases of drug deve
n that stage. Aß � amyloid beta protein; CSF � cerebrospinal fluid; FD

mission tomography.
he ADNI database is imperative as a means to understand-
ng these potential correlations.

. ADNI biomarkers in clinical trials

Following drug discovery, preclinical studies of pharma-
okinetics and pharmacodynamics, lead optimization, and
evelopment of formulations acceptable for human con-
umption, candidate agents enter the steps of drug develop-
ent (Prang, 2006; Rockwood and Gauthier, 2006) (Fig. 3).
hase I studies comprise first-in-human exposures begin-
ing with single ascending doses and progressing to multi-
le ascending doses in small cohorts of subjects (6–10 per
ose group). Subjects in these studies are typically normal
ealthy volunteers. An exception involves the development
f immunotherapy where vaccinations and antibody infu-
ions are given to patients with AD even in Phase I studies.
hase IIa studies seek proof-of-concept (POC) in studies
ith clinical outcomes and POP in studies with biomarker
utcomes. These studies typically include 50–200 individ-
als per study arm of the intended treatment population
e.g., mild-to-moderate AD, MCI, etc). Phase IIb studies
dentify the dose or doses to be advanced to Phase III. Phase
Ia and IIb may be combined in a multiple dose POC or POP
tudy. Phase III studies include 200–600 patients per arm
ith the target disorder. Phase III studies of disease-modi-

ying agents typically last 18 months. Clinical measures
uch as the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale, cogni-
ive portion (ADAS-cog), Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR),
r the Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative Study Activities of
aily Living (ADCS ADL) scale are the primary outcomes
f Phase III studies. The clinical measures may be supported
y biomarkers in the NDA.

.1. Phase I

Biomarkers studied in ADNI can be used on all phases of
rug development. Phase I studies are short in duration and
se small sample sizes; they are not likely to show drug-
lacebo differences on structural neuroimaging measures.
� can be measured in CSF of normal persons and these

t; the brick-colored arrows show the ADNI biomarkers that could be used
orodeoxyglucose; MRI � magnetic resonance imaging; PET � positron
lopmen
G � flu
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easures may provide insight into the mechanistic impact
f agents on A� metabolism (Galasko et al., 2007; Siemers
t al., 2007). They are appropriate for Phase I studies.

.2. Phase II

Biomarkers may facilitate Phase II studies substantially.
ponsors are faced with the conundrum of doing long, large
hase II studies to achieve POC or to do smaller shorter

rials depending on biomarkers not proven to predict clinical
uccess (Cummings, 2008). The former strategy has less
isk but increases cost and expends valuable patent life of
he compound; the latter approach is less expensive and
aster but has greater risk for experiencing a negative out-
ome in Phase III. Phase III trials are much more expensive
han Phase II trials (Prang, 2006) and decisions can be
e-risked by generating as much information at possible in
hase II regarding whether to advance the compound. Bi-
markers are attractive in this setting because they promise
o show drug effects with fewer patients exposed for shorter
eriods than required to demonstrate drug-placebo differ-
nces on clinical measures.

Biomarkers with a high degree of diagnostic specificity
an be used to enrich a trial population of MCI or putative
D patients with individuals very likely to harbor the AD
rocess. ADNI studies have shown that a CSF profile of low
�42 and elevated total-tau and p-tau characterizes AD; the
-tau/A�42 ratio has a sensitivity of 91.1%, specificity of

able 1
ample size calculations based on ADNI data for patients with AD

echnique and reference Structure or test

BM (Hua et al., 2009) Temporal lobe
ADAS-cog
CDR-SB

RI (Holland et al., 2009) Entorhinal cortex
Inferior temporal cortex
Hippocampus
Whole brain
Ventricles
ADAS-cog
CDR-SB

RI (Schuff, 2009) MRI hippocampal volume (2 scans, 0–
2 scans (0–12 m)
3 scans (0–6–12 m)
3 scans � ApoE-4
ADAS-cog (0–6 m)
ADAS-cog (0–12 m)
ADAS-cog (0–6–12)

DG PET (Landau et al., 2009) FDG-ROIs (scans at 0–12 m)
ADAS-cog

RI (Nestor, 2008) Ventricular volume (all AD); 6 mo
Ventricular volume (AD without ApoE
Ventricular volume (AD without ApoE
ADAS-cog (all AD); 6 mo
ADAS-cog (AD without ApoE-4); 6 m
ADAS-cog (AD with ApoE-4); 6 mo

ey: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ADAS-cog, Alzheimer’s disease Assessme
po-E, apolipoprotein E; CDR-SB, Clinical Dementia Rating-Sum of th

agnetic resonance imaging; ROIs, regions of interest; TBM, tensor based morp
1.2%, accuracy of 81.5%, positive predictive value of
7.3%, and negative predictive value of 88.1% (Shaw et al.,
009). Similarly, a positive PIB scan identifies the presence
f fibrillar amyloid plaques and demonstrates the presence
f plaques in nearly all AD, 60% of MCI, and 20%–30% of
ognitively normal elderly (Jack et al., 2009). FDG PET
hows reduced metabolism in the posterior cingulate, pre-
uneus, parietotemporal regions, and frontal cortex of pa-
ients with AD (Langbaum et al., 2009), and some patients
ith MCI. The ADNI sample demonstrates that medial

emporal atrophy on MRI in patients with MCI predicts
hose MCI patients who will progress to AD dementia
Evoy et al., 2009; Misra et al., 2009; Querbes et al., 2009).
ny of these biomarkers can be used to identify patients
ith the predementia form of MCI or to eliminate non-AD
atients from AD dementia studies.

Data from ADNI studies have been used to determine
ample sizes for clinical trials required to show a 20% or
5% reduction in disease progression (Table 1). Biomarkers
MRI, FDG PET) provide a numerical advantage over clin-
cal measures in demonstrating a disease-modifying effect.

Caution must be exercised in extrapolating these calcu-
ations directly to clinical trials. The ADNI calculations are
ased on studying the rate or amount of change occurring in
structure in a given time (e.g., hippocampal change in 12
onths) and calculating how many patients would be re-

uired to show a drug-placebo difference if the drug had a

n required to show 25%
disease slowing

n required to show
20% disease slowing

48 (80% power); 64 (90% power)
619 (80% power); 828 (90% power)
408 (80% power); 546 (90% power)
52–83 (confidence interval for 80% power)

92–153
91–158

139–271
168–371
192–457
165–365
462 (90% power)
252
255
196
745
814
569
180
300

342
o 468
o 257

1607
2100
1370

e cognitive portion; ADNI, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative;
s; FDG-PET, fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography; MRI,
6 m)

-4); 6 m
-4); 6 m

o

nt Scal
e Boxe
hometry.
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0% or 25% effect. An agent, however, that decreased A�
roduction by 25% might not have a 25% effect on MRI
olumetrics because these are measures of neurodegenera-
ion and the relationships between A� production and neu-
odegeneration are unknown. Power calculations for trials
hould allow for these uncertainties.

Biomarkers will be more useful in trials if they correlate
ith clinical outcomes. ADNI biomarkers data have been

nvestigated from this perspective. In AD, rates of left and
ight hippocampal atrophy correlated with baseline CDR
um of the boxes (CDR-SB), (left 0.173, p � 0.01; right,
.181, p � 0.01) and change in CDR-SB (�0.174, p �
.01; 0.171, p � 0.01) (Morra et al., 2009). Temporal lobe
trophy assessed with tensor based morphometry (TBM)
orrelated with CDR-SB in AD and MCI and with the
mmediate and delayed recall scores of the logical memory
ests of the Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised (Hua et al.,
008a). MRI demonstrates a correlation between ventricular
nlargement and CDR-SB (Jack et al., 2009) and between
entricular enlargement and ADAS-cog scores (Evans et al.,
010). TBM measures of ventricular expansion also corre-
ated with CDR-SB (p � 0.002) (Hua et al., 2008b). Struc-
ural Abnormality Index (STAND) scores reflecting the
egree of AD-like anatomic features on MRI correlated
ith CDR-SB in MCI and AD (Vemuri et al., 2009). Mini
ental State examination (MMSE) scores and ADAS-cog

cores correlated with FDG-PET but not with PIB or CSF
�42 measures (Jagust et al., 2009; Landau et al., 2009).
hese observations suggest that hippocampal atrophy
hanges measurably over time; ventricular enlargement may
ave the most robust correlations with commonly used
linical trial measures such as CDR-SB.

Correlations in the natural history of the disease do not
ecessarily predict linked change in response to therapy and
easures that show little relationship to diagnosis or cog-

ition might respond to therapeutic interventions. Serum
�42, for example, does not distinguish AD from normal

lderly but declined in patients treated with the gamma-
ecretase inhibitor LY-450139 (Fleisher et al., 2008) sug-
esting that it might function as an outcome measure re-
ective of reduced A�42 production.

Measures that are closely related to the mechanism of
ction of the drug are most likely to show a treatment effect.
SF A� measures have promise as outcomes of secretase

nhibitors (Hussain et al., 2007); CSF total tau and p-tau are
ost reflective of treatment mechanisms targeting neurofi-

rillary tangle formation (Tapiola et al., 2009); FDG PET
ost closely reflects synaptic activity (Langbaum et al.,

009); PIB measures fibrillary amyloid deposition (Ikono-
ovic et al., 2008); and MRI measures neurodegeneration
ith loss of neurons and brain substance (Bobinski et al.,
000). When choosing among biomarkers, fit-for-purpose
ecisions will include sensitivity, specificity, relationship to
echanism of action of the agent, and purpose of the bi-
marker in the trial (e.g., identify the optimal patients, t
alidate the mechanism of action, demonstrate effects on a
idely available tool such as MRI, etc).

.3. Phase III

Phase III trials require clinical outcomes for the NDA
nd the sample sizes cannot be reduced using biomarkers.
oreover, larger samples are needed to provide the neces-

ary exposures to detect safety or tolerability issues associ-
ted with the trial agent. Biomarkers, however, are required
o support a disease-modifying type claim unless random-
zed start or randomized withdrawal trial designs are uti-
ized to demonstrate disease modification (Katz, 2004). Bi-
markers will be included as part of a disease-modifying
DA in most cases.
Enrichment strategies such as those discussed above may

e used in Phase III trials to insure the presence of the AD
rocess in the trial population. If enrichment is used in trials
ubmitted as part of the NDA, the labeling will reflect this
ecision. The indication language will specify the use of the
gent in the enriched population. Thus, the indication might
e for patients with a high CSF p-tau/A�42 ratio, positive
IB imaging, or medial temporal atrophy, depending on the
iomarker chosen for enrichment.

MRI is the biomarker of choice for either enrichment or
s an outcome marker in Phase III trials. ADNI has dem-
nstrated the feasibility of multicenter collection of magnetic
esonance images and ADNI investigators have developed the
echnology for phantom-based calibration, automatic image
uality assessment, and automated segmentation of subregions
uch as the hippocampus (Chupin et al., 2009; Clarkson et
l., 2009; Mortamet et al., 2009). MRI technology is
idely available, making it possible to obtain scans on all

ooperative trial subjects and avoiding issues that may con-
ound analyses when nested subgroups of subjects are as-
essed with biomarkers and attempts made to generalize the
ndings.

.4. Primary prevention trials

Prevention trials are aimed at developing medications
hat can be administered to cognitively normal individuals
o forestall or prevent the occurrence of AD (Andrieu et al.,
009). No FDA-approved preventive therapies for AD are
vailable currently. Although AD is a common disorder, it
s rare in any limited group of elderly persons followed for

relatively short period. Demonstrating a drug-placebo
ifference in a clinical trial depends on having enough
atients who decline cognitively or progress to a defined
tate (MCI or AD) in the placebo group to observe a treat-
ent benefit in the active therapy group. With regard to AD,

ny aged group will be comprised of 3 subpopulations: (1)
ersons who will never get AD; (2) persons who have risk
actors and may eventually develop AD; and (3) persons
ho have AD established in the brain but are still cogni-

ively normal (Cummings et al., 2007). Epidemiologic fac-

ors can construct populations of those in the second group;
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iomarkers are most useful for identifying those in the third.
o the extent possible those in the first group should not be
xposed to possibly harmful medications. PIB imaging and
SF A� measures identify patients who are cognitively
ormal and who have evidence of AD pathology in the brain
Jack et al., 2009; Shaw et al., 2009).

Outcome measures for prevention trials could include
linical decline, development of MCI or AD, or progression
n a biomarker. If a biomarker is proposed as a primary
utcome, it must serve as a surrogate for clinical measures
nd known to predict clinical outcomes. Surrogate valida-
ion requires that the biomarker predict the clinical outcome
cross several trials and across several classes of relevant
gents (Cummings, 2009a). Drugs can be approved by the
DA on the basis of effects on an unvalidated surrogate if

he biomarker is relatively likely to predict clinical out-
omes, the predicted effect is considered very important
delaying cognitive decline), and there are few or no other
reatment options (Katz, 2004). If a drug is approved on the
asis of an unvalidated surrogate, the sponsor may be re-
uired to conduct postapproval studies to demonstrate the
ink between the biomarker and the clinical benefit. Several
DNI biomarkers could serve as outcomes in prevention

rials including MRI atrophy, CSF t-tau or p-tau, p-tau/
�42 ratio, PIB imaging or FDG PET. None are validated

urrogates but might qualify as unvalidated surrogates or
ould serve as key secondary outcomes in trials using clin-
cal measures as primary outcomes.

. ADNI clinical sample: implications for clinical trials

.1. Demographic features

Table 2 summarizes several important clinical features of
he ADNI sample (Petersen et al., 2010). Notably, the sam-
le is very well educated with educational levels of 14.7–16
ears indicating that most subjects had completed several
ears of college. Patients with higher education levels tend
o have later onset of AD and faster progression after onset
Musicco et al., 2009). This high level of education may
omplicate extrapolating some results to other trials, partic-
larly international trials which tend to include more per-
ons with low educational levels. Similarly, most trials have

able 2
emographic features of the ADNI sample (Petersen et al., 2010)

haracteristic Cognitively
normal controls

MCI AD

229 398 192
ge, years (mean � SD) 75.8 � 5.0 74.7 � 7.4 75.3 � 7.5
ducation (mean � SD) 16 � 2.9 15.7 � 3.0 14.7 � 3.1

Female 48 35.4 47.4
poE-e4 carrier 26.6 53.3 66.1
hite 90.8 90.5 92.2

ey: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ADNI, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
nitiative; ApoE-e4, apolipoprotein epsilon 4; MCI, mild cognitive impair-
aent.
ore women than men (Schneider and Sano, 2009), while
he ADNI cohort has the reverse (% female ranging from
5.4 to 48). This might affect the generalization of some
spects of ADNI.

.2. Clinical trials groups

ADNI includes 3 groups: cognitively normal controls,
atients with MCI, and patients with mild AD. The inclusion
nd exclusion features for the groups are given in Table 3.
ata from 11 recently completed and 12 ongoing 18-
onth AD trials were recently reviewed by Schneider and
ano (Schneider and Sano, 2009). They reviewed the
MSE range, mean age, % female, and educational level of

ompleted trials and the MMSE range of the ongoing trials.
wo of the 23 trials reviewed had MMSE ranges that
imicked those of the ADNI protocol (2 completed taren-
urbil trials). All the other trials included patients with
ild-to-moderate AD. The ADNI cohort provides data on
ore mild AD patients and anticipates the likely inclusion

f more mild patients in clinical trials. Extrapolating bi-
marker data from ADNI to typical protocols including
ild-to-moderate AD (typically an MMSE range of 16–26)

s difficult; patients with more severe disease tend to
rogress more rapidly and may have different biomarker-
linical relationships (Ito et al., 2010).

The cognitively normal group of ADNI showed almost
o change in a 12-month period (Petersen et al., 2010).
bserved changes were MMSE 0.0 � 1.4, ADAS-cog �0.5 �
, and CDR-SB 0.1 � 0.3. This indicates that an enrichment
trategy will be necessary for prevention trials to have
nough decline in the placebo group that a treatment-related
enefit can be observed. The biomarker features of such an
nriched group will require study to inform future trials.
nrichment alternatives include identifying persons with
ormal cognition and medial temporal atrophy, positive
myloid imaging, low CSF A�, declining cognition on
equential assessment, older age, family history of dementia
r AD, predisposing genotype (e.g., ApoE-4 carriers), or
emographic risk factors (e.g., low education level, small
ead size, history of midlife hypertension, history of hyper-
holesterolemia) (Cummings et al., 2007).

.3. MCI

MCI is a syndrome of variable etiology and outcome.
ersons with MCI may recover normal cognition, remain in

he MCI state, progress to AD type dementia, or progress to
non-AD dementia (Matthews et al., 2008). Most but not all

tudies report that the prevalence of predementia AD is
igher among patients with amnestic type of MCI (Yaffe et
l., 2006), but approximately 30% of patients presenting
ith amnestic MCI have non-AD pathology as the primary
iagnosis at autopsy (Jicha et al., 2006). New therapies for
D are focused on aspects of AD molecular biology and the
D substrate is required for their proposed mechanism of
ction. Biomarkers are an optimal means for identifying



Table 3
Characteristics of the patient groups included in the ADNI protocol

Trial feature Normal controls MCI Mild AD

n 200 400 200
MMSE score 24–30 24–30 20–26
CDR 0; memory box score must be 0 0.5; memory box score must be at least 0.5 0.5 or 1
Memory complaint Memory complaint by subject or study partner that is

verified by a study partner
Memory complaint by subject or study
partner that is verified by a study partner

Memory function Normal memory function documented by scoring at specific
cutoffs on the logical memory II subscale (delayed
paragraph recall) from the Wechsler Memory Scale-revised
(the maximum score is 25): (a) more than or equal to 9 for
16 or more years of education; (b) more than or equal to 5
for 8–15 years of education; (c) more than or equal to 3 for
0–7 years of education

Abnormal memory function documented by scoring below
the education adjusted cutoff on the logical memory II
subscale (delayed paragraph recall) from the Wechsler
Memory Scale-revised (the maximum score is 25): (a) less
than or equal to 8 for 16 or more years of education;
(b) less than or equal to 4 for 8–15 years of education;
(c) less than or equal to 2 for 0–7 years of education

Same as MCI

General cognition Cognitively normal, based on an absence of significant
impairment in cognitive functions or activities of daily
living

General cognition and functional performance sufficiently
preserved such that a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease
cannot be made by the site physician at the time of the
screening visit

NINCDS/ADRDA criteria for probable
AD

Modified Hachinski Ischemia
Scale score

� 4 � 4 � 4

Geriatric Depression Scale score � 6 � 6 � 6
Education Completed 6 grades of education (or had a good work

history sufficient to exclude mental retardation)
Completed 6 grades of education (or had a good work
history sufficient to exclude mental retardation)

Completed 6 grades of education (or
had a good work history sufficient to
exclude mental retardation)

Key: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ADNI, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination;
NINCDS/ADRDA, National Institute of Neurologic and Communicative Disorders and Stroke/Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association.
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CI patients whose cognitive decline reflects the presence
f underlying AD. ADNI biomarkers that identify which
atients with MCI have very early AD are most useful
o drug development efforts. Cortical thickness mapping
Querbes et al., 2009) and regional atrophy measures (Evoy
t al., 2009) predict progression from MCI to AD type
ementia and could be used to enrich MCI trial populations
ith MCI of the AD type. Likewise, FDG PET, PIB imag-

ng and CSF A� and tau measures can identify MCI patients
ith early AD.
The combination of a clinical syndrome of amnesic MCI

nd a biomarker indicative of AD fulfills the main criteria for
he definition of AD proffered by Dubois et al. (2007). This
efinition of AD embraces both the predementia and dementia
hases of the illness and provides a means of defining a trial
opulation of AD patients who are in the most mild stage of the
isease before the occurrence of dementia.

The clinical definition of MCI also bears on the likeli-
ood of evolution to AD dementia (Matthews et al., 2008).
he definition of MCI used to define the ADNI cohort
iffers from the definition of MCI developed by Petersen et
l. (1999; 2001). Table 4 summarizes the differences be-
ween the 2 definitional approaches to MCI. The definition
mployed in the ADNI MCI population is more defined
perationally with MMSE score ranges and thresholds for
europsychological assessments. Patients with more than
ild depression or more than minimal vascular symptoms

re excluded. These differences will affect the composition
f the trial population and the ADNI biomarker findings will
pply most readily to MCI populations using the same MCI
efinition. Minor differences in MCI definitions have sub-
tantial effects in clinical trials as evidenced by the mark-
dly different percentages of apolipoprotein e4 carriers

able 4
CI as defined by ADNI and as defined by Petersen et al. (1999; 2001)

linical feature Petersen MCI

MSE score Not specified
DR Not specified
emory complaint Memory complaint documented by the

patient and collateral source
emory function Memory impaired for age and education

eneral cognition Relatively normal; does not meet DSM-
criteria for dementia

odified Hachinski Ischemia
Scale score

Not specified

eriatric Depression Scale
score

Not specified

ducation Not specified

ey: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ADNI, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging

anual of Mental Disorders, 4th Ed. (American Psychiatric Association, 1994); M
cross MCI trials (Jelic et al., 2006). Results must be ex-
rapolated from trial to trial with caution; and ADNI results
lso must be generalized with careful consideration of the
ample selection criteria.

. Qualification of biomarkers

Biomarkers must go through a qualification process be-
ore inclusion in regulatory-quality clinical trials. The FDA
as specified the qualification process (Goodsaid and Frueh,
007) and the steps of the process are shown in Fig. 4.
nvestigation of biomarkers for AD by ADNI provides a
latform on which to build the qualification process and
stablish that a specific biomarker is fit-for-purpose for a
pecific trial and could be included in an NDA.

. Comment

ADNI has led to remarkable progress in understanding
iomarkers in AD and MCI. The course of biomarker change
ver time is being mapped, the relationship among biomarkers
s being defined, and the associations between biomarkers and
linical changes are being demonstrated. Biomarkers are posi-
ioned to play a larger role in drug development based on
DNI data. Phase II studies may be shortened, Phase III

tudies may include biomarkers as part of a disease-modi-
ying NDA, and biomarkers may play key roles in primary
revention trials. Biomarkers will help de-risk Phase III
ecisions, reduce drug development times and costs, im-
rove safety, and speed the development of urgently needed
ew treatments.

Review of the ADNI studies reveal several unmet needs
n the realm of biomarker development. Most critical are

DNI MCI

4–30
.5; memory box score must be at least 0.5
emory complaint by subject or study partner that is verified by a study

artner
bnormal memory function documented by scoring below the education

djusted cutoff on the logical memory II subscale (delayed paragraph
ecall) from the Wechsler Memory Scale-revised (the maximum score is
5): (a) less than or equal to 8 for 16 or more years of education; (b)
ess than or equal to 4 for 8–15 years of education; (c) less than or
qual to 2 for 0–7 years of education
eneral cognition and functional performance sufficiently preserved such

hat a diagnosis of AD cannot be made by the site physician at the time
f the screening visit

4

6

ompleted 6 grades of education (or had a good work history sufficient
o exclude mental retardation)

ive; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; DSM-IV, Diagnostic and Statistical
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ore data on the link between clinical and biomarkers
hanges in response to treatment. Only a few studies in-
luding both outcomes have been reported (Fox et al., 2005;
ilman et al., 2005; Lannfelt et al., 2008; Salloway et al.,
009), and only the repeated use of biomarkers in studies of
rugs affecting AD pathways will eventually inform the use
f these measures as predictors of clinical benefit (Cum-
ings, 2009a). ADNI is a noninterventional natural history

bservational study and cannot contribute to this aspect of
iomarker development.

Another unmet need in biomarker development pertains
o measures of target engagement or drug activity. ADNI
iomarkers characterize the natural history of AD. Drug
evelopment has been accelerated by combining a target
ngagement biomarker with natural history outcomes (Wag-
er, 2008). For example, in the development of statins,
holesterol-lowering can be measured directly as an imme-
iate drug effect and linked to patient outcomes such as
eath, myocardial infarction, or stroke. Pharmaceutical de-
elopment in AD would be facilitated by development of
rug activity biomarkers that directly measure the effect of
he candidate treatment on the target pathways (e.g., A�
roduction, inflammation, oxidation) and including such
easures together with natural history biomarkers and clin-

cal outcomes in clinical trials. Biomarkers of the drug
ffect should be sought and characterized during the pre-
linical phase of drug development and extended into the
linical phases of the development program (Choi et al.,
009; Dubois et al., 2010; Higuchi et al., 2010).

The populations studied by ADNI anticipate the need to

ig. 4. Steps in the process of biomarker qualification as specified by the
DA (Goodsaid and Freuh, 2007).
reat patients early in the course of AD and include patients
ith predementia syndromes and mild dementia. Most AD
rugs are tested in patients with mild-to-moderate AD with
MSE scores in the 16–26 range. ADNI data apply only to

he more mild end of this range of severity. Biomarker data
re needed on patients with more severe disease to assist
rug development in this broader AD population.

Clinical trials are increasingly global enterprises. While
he USA conducts more clinical trials than any other single
ountry, collectively more trials are conducted outside the
SA than in the USA (Glickman et al., 2009). Ex-US
opulations are often more poorly educated and less likely
o be Caucasian than the ADNI cohort. The very high
ducational level of ADNI participants and the low rate of
nclusion of nonwhite subjects limit the generalizability of
he clinical and biomarker findings. The global biomarker
nterest inspired in part by ADNI will assist in characteriz-
ng persons with a broader range of educational levels and
thnic backgrounds. Among these worldwide studies are the
uropean ADNI (Buerger et al., 2009; Frisoni et al., 2008);

he AddNeuroMed study (Lovestone et al., 2009); the Aus-
ralian Imaging, Biomarkers, and Lifestyle (AIBL) Study of
ging (Ellis et al., 2009); the Swedish Brain Power Initia-

ive; and similar studies in Japan, Korea, and China (Miller,
009).

Together with data from international collaborators,
DNI biomarker data provide information that is increas-

ngly critical to the successful development of new treat-
ents for AD, new therapies to slow the progression of MCI

o AD dementia, and agents to prevent cognitive decline in
he elderly. Ultimately, ADNI and related biomarkers prom-
se to reduce drug development times, increase success
ates, reduce costs, de-risk trials using clinical outcomes,
nd hasten the development of new treatments for AD.
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